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Department of Veterans Affairs

§ 3.211

(ii) Statements of persons who know
that the veteran accepted the child as
his; or
(iii) Information obtained from service department or public records, such
as school or welfare agencies, which
shows that with his knowledge the veteran was named as the father of the
child.
(c) Adopted child. Except as provided
in paragraph (c)(1) of this section evidence of relationship will include a
copy of the decree of adoption or a
copy of the adoptive placement agreement and such other evidence as may
be necessary.
(1) In jurisdictions where petition
must be made to the court for release
of adoption documents or information,
or where release of such documents or
information is prohibited, the following may be accepted to establish
the fact of adoption:
(i) As to a child adopted into the veteran’s family, a copy of the child’s revised birth certificate.
(ii) As to a child adopted out of the
veteran’s family, a statement over the
signature of the judge or the clerk of
the court setting forth the child’s
former name and the date of adoption,
or a certified statement by the veteran,
the
veteran’s
surviving
spouse,
apportionee, or their fiduciaries setting
forth the child’s former name, date of
birth, and the date and fact of adoption
together with evidence indicating that
the child’s original public record of
birth has been removed from such
records. Where application is made for
an apportionment under § 3.458(d) on
behalf of a child adopted out of the veteran’s family, the evidence must be
sufficient to establish the veteran as
the natural parent of the child.
(2) As to a child adopted by the veteran’s surviving spouse after the veteran’s death, the statement of the
adoptive parent or custodian of the
child will be accepted in absence of information to the contrary, to show
that the child was a member of the veteran’s household at the date of the veteran’s death and that recurring contributions were not being received for
the child’s maintenance sufficient to
provide for the major portion of the
child’s support, from any person other
than the veteran or surviving spouse or

from any public or private welfare organization which furnished services or
assistance to children. (Pub. L. 86–195)
(d) Stepchild. Evidence of relationship
of a stepchild will consist of proof of
birth as outlined in § 3.209, evidence of
the marriage of the veteran to the natural parent of the child, and evidence
that the child is a member of the veteran’s household or was a member of
the veteran’s household at the date of
the veteran’s death.
CROSS REFERENCE: Evidence of dependents
and age. See § 3.204.
[26 FR 1573, Feb. 24, 1961, as amended at 27
FR 1899, Feb. 28, 1962; 28 FR 2959, Mar. 26,
1963; 38 FR 871, Jan. 5, 1973; 47 FR 28096, June
29, 1982; 52 FR 19349, May 22, 1987; 59 FR 46338,
Sept. 8, 1994]

§ 3.211

Death.

Death should be established by one of
the following types of evidence:
(a)(1) A copy of the public record of
the State or community where death
occurred.
(2) A copy of a coroner’s report of
death or a verdict of a coroner’s jury of
the State or community where death
occurred, provided such report or verdict properly identified the deceased.
(b) Where death occurs in a hospital
or institution under the control of the
United States Government:
(1) A death certificate signed by a
medical officer; or
(2) A clinical summary or other report showing fact and date of death
signed by a medical officer.
(c) An official report of death of a
member of a uniformed service from
the Secretary of the department concerned where death occurs while deceased was on the retired list, in an inactive duty status, or in the active
service.
(d) Where death occurs abroad:
(1) A United States consular report of
death bearing the signature and seal of
the United States consul; or
(2) A copy of the public record of
death authenticated (see § 3.202(b)(4) for
exception) by the United States consul
or other agency of the State Department; or
(3) An official report of death from
the head of the department concerned,
where the deceased person was, at the
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§ 3.212

38 CFR Ch. I (7–1–10 Edition)

time of death, a civilian employee of
such department.
(e) If the foregoing evidence cannot
be furnished, the reason must be stated. The fact of death may then be established by the affidavits of persons
who have personal knowledge of the
fact of death, have viewed the body of
the deceased, know it to be the body of
the person whose death is being established, setting forth all the facts and
circumstances concerning the death,
place, date, time, and cause thereof.
(f) If proof of death, as defined in
paragraphs (a) through (e) of this section cannot be furnished, a finding of
fact of death, where death is otherwise
shown by competent evidence, may be
made by an official authorized to approve such findings. Where it is indicated that the veteran died under circumstances which precluded recovery
or identification of the body, the fact
of death should be established by the
best evidence, which from the nature of
the case must be supposed to exist.
(g) In the absence of evidence to the
contrary, a finding of fact of death
made by another Federal agency will
be accepted for the purposes of paragraph (f) of this section.
CROSS REFERENCE: Evidence of dependents
and age. See § 3.204.
[26 FR 1573, Feb. 24, 1961, as amended at 27
FR 1899, Feb. 28, 1962; 52 FR 19349, May 22,
1987; 59 FR 46338, Sept. 8, 1994]
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§ 3.212 Unexplained
years.

absence

for

7

(a) If satisfactory evidence is produced establishing the fact of the continued and unexplained absence of any
individual from his or her home and
family for a period of 7 years or more
and that a diligent search disclosed no
evidence of his or her existence after
the date of disappearance, and if evidence as provided in § 3.211 cannot be
furnished, the death of such individual
as of the expiration of such period may
be considered as sufficiently proved.
(b) No State law providing for presumption of death will be applicable to
claims for benefits under laws administered by the Department of Veterans
Affairs and the finding of death will be
final and conclusive except where suit

is filed for insurance under 38 U.S.C.
1984.
(Authority: 38 U.S.C. 108)

(c) In the absence of evidence to the
contrary, a finding of death made by
another Federal agency will be accepted if the finding meets the requirements of paragraph (a) of this section.
CROSS REFERENCE: Evidence of dependents
and age. See § 3.204.
[26 FR 1573, Feb. 24, 1961, as amended at 27
FR 1899, Feb. 28, 1962; 52 FR 19349, May 22,
1987]

§ 3.213 Change of status affecting entitlement.
(a) General. For the purpose of establishing entitlement to a higher rate of
pension, compensation, or dependency
and indemnity compensation based on
the existence of a dependent, VA will
require evidence which satisfies the requirements of § 3.204. For the purpose of
reducing or discontinuing such benefits, a statement by a claimant or
payee setting forth the month and year
of change of status which would result
in a reduction or discontinuance of
benefits to that person will be accepted, in the absence of contradictory information. This includes:
(1) Veteran. A statement by the veteran setting forth the month and year
of death of a spouse, child, or dependent parent.
(2) Surviving spouse. A statement by
the surviving spouse or remarried surviving spouse setting forth the month
and year of remarriage and any change
of name. (An award for a child or children who are otherwise entitled may be
made to commence the day following
the date of discontinuance of any payments to the surviving spouse.)
(3) Child. A statement by the veteran
or surviving spouse (where an additional allowance is being paid to the
veteran or surviving spouse for a
child), or fiduciary, setting forth the
month and year of the child’s death,
marriage, or discontinuance of school
attendance. A similar statement by a
child who is receiving payments direct
will be accepted to establish the child’s
marriage or the discontinuance of
school attendance. Where appropriate,
the month and year of discontinuance
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